Enterprise Video Production
CUSTOM SOLUTIONS FOR CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS
Microspace Communications is a trusted provider of quality video production and transmission of video to display devices of any type.
Our headquarters and Network Control Center feature more than teleport
and broadcast facilities. It offers a wide array of satellite, streaming and national fiber distribution services. Microspace also has a professional studio
that’s perfect for recorded or live video shots.

AFFORDABLE,
PROFESSIONAL STUDIO

SIMPLE PRODUCTION AND
POST CAPABILITIES

HELPING YOU MAKE THE BEST
VIDEO YOU CAN

Our studio, complete with professional video and audio recording
equipment, is perfect for corporate
addresses, subject matter expert
interviews as well as prospect and
customer presentations. With a full
screen digital backdrop, we can
put you—or your subject—nearly
anywhere in the world.Customized
backdrops including corporate logos,
pictures, or presentations are fully
supported as well. We have a state of
the art teleprompter ready for your
script. In short? With our video and
audio experience and capabilities
you’ll look and sound your best!

When you have a state of the art
studio to shoot in, production and
post are a breeze since the raw
footage is of very high quality. Microspace can handle the finishing
touches to make sure your content
is looking, sounding—and streaming great. Even if you aren’t currently
using Microspace to produce and
deliver your content, we’re happy to
provide you with the exact file type
you need for your intranet or video
streaming requirement.

Having worked with thousands of
hours of video content, Microspace
can provide guidance that will
ensure the best finished product
possible. We can review your script
and shot list, and make recommendations on how to shoot the video
as well as any supporting images
needed to make sure your video is
produced as efficiently as possible—
without compromising quality.
To learn more about Microspace’s
video services and recorded and live
shot capabilities for streaming applications, contact Microspace at (919)
850-4561.

CONTENT
PRODUCTION
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Reaching your employees, prospects and customers has never been
easier...give Microspace a try today! Image: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Microspace Communications
3100 Highwoods Boulevard
Suite 120
Raleigh, NC 27604-1033
USA
Phone: (919) 850-4500
Fax: (919) 850-4518
MICROSPACE.COM

WANT TO CHECK
OUT OUR VIDEO?
SCAN THIS QR CODE.

